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Streak interactions and breakdown in boundary layer flows
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The objective of this paper is to show that the interaction of streamwise velocity streaks of finite length can lead to turbulent breakdown in the flat-plate boundary layer flow. The work is motivated by previous numerical and experimental studies of transitional flows where the high-frequency oscillations leading to turbulence are seen to form in the region of strongest shear induced by streaks in relative motion. Therefore, a model for the interaction of steady and unsteady (i.e., slowly moving in the spanwise direction) spanwise periodic streaks is proposed. The interaction of two subsequent streaks is investigated for varying collision parameters. In particular, the relative spanwise position and angle are considered. The results show that the interaction is able to produce both a symmetric and asymmetric breakdown without the need for additional random noise from the main stream. Velocity structures characteristic of both scenarios are analyzed. Hairpin and A vortices are found in the case of symmetric collision between a low-speed region and an incoming high-speed streak, when a region of strong wall-normal shear is induced. Alternatively, when the incoming high-momentum fluid is misaligned with the low-speed streak in front, single quasi-streamwise vortices are identified. Despite the different symmetry at the breakdown, the detrimental interaction involves for both cases the tail of a low-speed region and the head of a high-speed streak. Further, the breakdown appears in both scenarios as an instability of three-dimensional shear layers formed between the two streaks. The streak interaction scenario is suggested to be of relevance for turbulence production in wall-bounded flows. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
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of streaks for flat-plate boundary layers was investigated in Refs. 9–11.

From these numerical simulations, it was possible to investigate the late stages of the breakdown triggered by the streak instability and identify the relevant flow structures. In the case of sinusoidal breakdown, the formation of quasi-streamwise vortices located on the flanks of the low-speed streak in a staggered pattern is observed. For symmetric perturbations, hairpin or Λ vortices are found. The breakdown mechanisms and the corresponding flow structures are very similar to those observed for turbulent flows. Studies on the instability of a base flow generated by the superposition of a turbulent mean flow and steady streaky structures can be found in Refs. 5 and 12. Moreover, the flow structures observed in the numerical simulations in limiting conditions for the turbulence to be self-sustained are also similar to those observed when the sinusuous streak instability is studied. Hairpin vortices, associated with a symmetric distribution of the perturbations growing on the streak, are also found in turbulent flows.

The present work considers the interaction of streaks of finite length and varying relative position. It differs from prior studies of streak instability mechanisms, where the breakdown and associated vortices are generated via growth of small-amplitude disturbances on a steady base flow: Here, the initial condition is unsteady with finite-amplitude velocity disturbances and does not contain an identifiable base flow. The work is motivated by observations of transition to turbulence in flat-plate boundary layers subject to high levels of free-stream turbulence both from the direct numerical simulations and the experiments performed in our groups in Stockholm and Eindhoven. This so-called bypass transition scenario is characterized by the appearance inside the boundary layer of large amplitude streaks. As the streaks grow downstream, they undergo wavy motions that precede the breakdown into regions of intense randomized flow, namely turbulent spots. The numerical simulations of transition in Ref. 16 enabled the identification of the structures at the streak breakdown. These vortical structures are very similar to those predicted both for sinusuous and varicose modes in the simplified setting of the secondary instability of steady periodic streaks. The same breakdown scenarios are identified in the flow visualization from the water channel experiments in Ref. 17. These studies also showed the importance of unsteadiness and interaction among streaks. These are found to be an important triggering mechanism of the streak breakdown: High-frequency oscillations are seen to form and grow in those regions of strongest shear that are induced by streaks in relative motion. Streaks appear randomly and elongate in the streamwise direction while growing; it is observed that their leading and trailing edge travel at different velocities (and also that some streaks can move faster than others). These facts lead to streak interactions, most commonly the head of later generated streaks colliding with the tail of earlier generated streaks. A necessary condition for this to happen is a sufficiently high streak-creation rate. Therefore, these collisions are mainly observed for moderate-to-high levels of free-stream turbulence; indeed, in the simulation by Ovchinnikov et al. with higher levels of free-stream turbulence, rapid perturbation growth at the tails of shorter regions of high- and low-momentum fluid is found as the main characteristic of spot precursors. The relevance of such streak interactions was first suggested by Johansson et al. and Landahl for the case of near-wall turbulent streaks. In the former study, the development of the strong three-dimensional shear layers associated with approaching streaks was analyzed by conditional sampling. Note that also Wu and Choudhari showed that the unsteadiness of the Klebanoff modes (or streaks) plays a crucial role. These authors found instability modes that would not have been present if streaks of the same amplitude were treated as steady.

An interesting issue related to streak breakdown in transition in boundary layers subject to high levels of free-stream turbulence is the existence of a critical threshold amplitude. Further analysis of the experiments in Refs. 17 and 18, presented at the European Fluid Mechanics Conference 6 (EFMC6) in June of 2006, reveals that the streak amplitude is not the relevant parameter for the breakdown: Streaks of the same amplitude do not always undergo breakdown. Linear stability analysis predicted threshold streak amplitudes of 35% in the plane channel and 26% in boundary-layer flow, values considered higher than those one would expect from experiments. However, Waleffe showed the subcritical nature of streak instability in channel flows. The results by Hoepffner et al. for (infinite, periodic) streaks in boundary layers demonstrated the possibility of strong transient disturbance growth on the streak, which may be responsible for subcritical breakdown. In the proposed collision scenario, the amplitude of the streak becomes indeed a parameter of secondary importance.

In this paper, we present for the first time a model for the interaction between streaks, assumed spanwise periodic but of finite length and small frequency, i.e., slowly moving in the spanwise direction. It will be shown that these collisions are able to trigger the streak breakdown without any additional random noise. The corresponding structures at the breakdown will be analyzed. In the case of turbulent boundary layers and flows exposed to free-stream turbulence, the presence of external noise would certainly affect the breakdown, most likely anticipating it. However, the influence of ambient disturbances is not considered here. The aim of the paper is to propose and investigate a mechanism for turbulence production, the streak collision, which is believed to be important when streaks are induced randomly in time and space.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD AND STREAK INTERACTION MODEL

A. Numerical scheme

The simulation code employed for the present computations was developed at KTH Mechanics and uses spectral methods to solve the three-dimensional, time-dependent, incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. The code has now been used for more than a decade for the direct numerical simulation of both transitional and turbulent flows. Detailed
descriptions of the algorithm adopted for spatially evolving boundary layers can also be found in Ref. 10.

To correctly account for the downstream boundary-layer growth, a spatial technique is necessary. This requirement is combined with the periodic boundary condition in the streamwise direction by the implementation of a “fringe region,” similar to that described by Bertolotti et al.28 In this region, the flow is smoothly forced to the prescribed inflow velocity field. This is normally a boundary-layer profile with the addition of the inflow disturbance one wishes to examine. For further details on this technique, see Refs. 27 and 29. To set the free-stream boundary condition at \( y = y_{\text{max}} \), a generalization of the boundary condition used by Malik et al.30 is implemented.

**B. Streak generation**

In the simulation presented here, the zero-pressure-gradient boundary layer flow is considered. The inflow is at Reynolds number \( \text{Re}_{\infty} = U_\infty \delta_0^\infty / \nu = 344.16 \), where \( \nu \) is the fluid viscosity, and the quantities \( U_\infty \) and \( \delta_0^\infty \), the free-stream velocity and displacement thickness at the inlet, will be used to nondimensionalize the dependent variables throughout the paper. The independent variables \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \) will denote the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise coordinate, respectively, with dimensionless time \( t = \tau U_\infty / \delta_0^\infty \).

The complete velocity vector field obtained with the linear code developed by Levin and Henningson31 is used to force the desired streaky perturbation at the inflow of the computational domain. These streaks are introduced in the fringe region by adding them to the inflow Blasius profile. The streaks considered are optimally growing perturbations, solution of the linearized boundary-layer equations, and are characterized by the spanwise wavenumber \( \beta \), the time frequency \( \omega \) (low in order to obey the boundary-layer approximation), and the streamwise location of maximum amplitude. The value \( \beta = 0.542 \) will be considered here. This value, corresponding to a streak periodicity of 11.54, has been chosen in order to approximately reproduce the spacing observed at the breakdown stages in the experiments.17 Five equidistant circular frequencies in the range \( \omega \in [0, 1.4 \times 10^{-2}] \) are examined; the selected range corresponds to values of about 0–12 Hz if one wishes to compare with the experiments in Ref. 32. In the latter work, energy spectra for the streaky flow, showing highest energy in the range 0–8 Hz, are reported. Note that low-frequency streaks appear as oblique waves, i.e., as tilted structures slowly moving in the spanwise direction.

For the studies on the interaction mechanisms, the streak velocity profiles are chosen to give a maximum amplitude of about \( A_S = 0.28 U_\infty \) at \( x = 200 \), where \( A_S \) is defined as half the peak-to-peak difference between low- and high-speed regions. By contrast, in the analysis of the amplitude effect, a streak amplifying over a longer distance (\( x = 350 \)) is selected in order to consider the possibility of collisions at later times (see below). An example of the inflow streak profiles is reported in Fig. 1, where the background color indicates streamwise vorticity and the lines the streamwise velocity perturbation: The inflow perturbation consists mainly of streamwise velocity, with weak decaying streamwise vorticity. The streamwise development of the streak amplitude is displayed in Fig. 2 for the five values of \( \omega \), which will be considered in Sec. III.

**C. Interaction parameters**

In the present study, the collision between the trailing edge of a downstream (earlier generated) streak and the leading edge of an upstream (later) streak is considered. The flow is initialized by prescribing the spatially developing (zero-pressure gradient) Blasius profile \( u_{\text{blas}}(x, y) \). Added to this, two streaky disturbances of finite length are generated at the inflow of the computational domain by forcing them in the fringe region only during a prescribed time interval. The control parameters governing the following evolution are therefore (i) the time interval between the tail of the first streak and the head of the second one, in other words the initial distance between the two colliding structures; (ii) the relative spanwise phase, i.e., the relative position between the downstream low-speed region and the upstream high-speed region; and (iii) the angle between the axis of the two colliding streaks, being 0° for two streamwise aligned streaks of zero frequency (see Fig. 3).

For the studies on the interaction mechanisms, the streak velocity profiles are chosen to give a maximum amplitude of about \( A_S = 0.28 U_\infty \) at \( x = 200 \), where \( A_S \) is defined as half the peak-to-peak difference between low- and high-speed regions. By contrast, in the analysis of the amplitude effect, a streak amplifying over a longer distance (\( x = 350 \)) is selected in order to consider the possibility of collisions at later times (see below). An example of the inflow streak profiles is reported in Fig. 1, where the background color indicates streamwise vorticity and the lines the streamwise velocity perturbation: The inflow perturbation consists mainly of

![Fig. 1. The inflow streaky perturbation, \( x=0 \), for \( \beta=0.542 \) and \( \omega=0 \). The background depicts the streamwise vorticity with shading ranging from black to white for negative and positive values, respectively. The maximum value of the vorticity is \( \omega_{\text{max}}=0.0124 \). The lines display streamwise velocity perturbation. Minimum contour line ~0.2125; contour spacing 0.025. Dashed lines are used for negative values.](image)

![Fig. 2. Streamwise growth of the streak amplitude \( A_S \) computed from the linear boundary-layer equations. The inflow amplitude is set to the value used in the simulations of breakdown. (---): \( \omega=0 \); (---): \( \omega=3.44 \times 10^{-3} \); (---): \( \omega=6.88 \times 10^{-3} \); (---): \( \omega=1.032 \times 10^{-2} \); (---): \( \omega=1.37 \times 10^{-2} \).](image)
colliding streaks, which was actually implemented to provide the desired finite length of the inflow perturbation, is

\[ f(t) = A_s \left[ S \left( \frac{t-t_{st}}{t_{rise}} \right) - S \left( \frac{t-t_{end}}{t_{fall}} \right) \right], \]

where \( A_s \) is the streak amplitude and \( S(a) \) is a smooth function rising from zero for negative \( a \) to 1 for \( a \geq 1 \),

\[ S(a) = \begin{cases} 
0 & a \leq 0 \\
1 + \exp \left( \frac{1}{a-1} + \frac{1}{a} \right) & 0 < a < 1 \\
1 & a \geq 1
\end{cases}. \]

In expression (1), \( t_{st} \) and \( t_{end} \) are the initial and final time for the generation of the streak, with \( t_{rise} \) and \( t_{fall} \) the “rise” and “fall” interval of the damping function. The following values are chosen for the simulations presented here, if not otherwise stated, where the superscripts 1 and 2 refer to the downstream and upstream streak, respectively. \( t_{st,1}^1 = 0, t_{end,2}^1 = 260, t_{rise,1}^1 = 50, \) and \( t_{fall,1}^1 = 30, t_{rise,2}^2 = 285, t_{end,2}^2 = 800, t_{rise,2}^2 = 30, \) and \( t_{fall,2}^2 = 40. \)

The time interval of generation of the first streak \( t_{st,1}^1 \) is merely chosen large enough to develop the streak profile further downstream. In our simulations, the gap width \( t_{st,1}^1 \) has been shown to have little influence on the results as they will be presented. Note that elongation of the streaks is observed mainly in the growth phase and, therefore, a longer initial distance would only require a larger amplification distance but lead to the same interaction only further downstream (as verified in our simulations). For a smaller gap width, the breakdown develops somewhat faster and more violently. Therefore, the time interval between the generation of the two streaks has been kept constant for most of the results presented here. A parameter study of the interaction between streaks of different relative spanwise phase and different frequency (or obliqueness) is presented.

The streak profiles extracted from the linearized boundary layer code\(^ {31} \) are normalized so as to have the low-speed region at the center of the computational domain \( (z=0) \) (cf. Fig. 3). The relative spanwise position is therefore adjusted by adding for the upstream perturbation a phase shift \( \varphi \) to the complex exponential factor of the inflow complex velocity field

\[ \exp[i(\beta z - \omega t)], \]

where \( \tilde{t} = t - t_0 \) and \( t_0 = (t_{end,1}^1 + t_{rise,2}^2 + t_{fall,1}^1) / 2. \) The angular frequency \( \omega \) defines the angle between the streak and the streamwise direction, therefore the angle between the two interacting streaks is proportional to the difference in frequency, \( \omega_1 - \omega_2. \)

D. Numerical resolution and computational domain

The numerical simulations are performed using two different computational domains and corresponding resolution. All the cases are first simulated in a box that measures \( 500 \times 20 \times 11.54 \) in units of \( \delta_0^+ \) in the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions, respectively, where \( 512 \times 73 \times 48 \) grid points are used. A check on the accuracy of the simulations is obtained by comparing with the results from computations with higher resolution. The latter use a shorter box, \( 400 \delta_0^+ \), and a larger number of modes, \( 640 \times 81 \times 64. \) For both domains, the length of the fringe region, used to enforce the inflow streaky profile, is \( 50 \delta_0^+. \)

III. SCENARIOS WHEN VARYING THE SPANWISE PHASE

The effect of varying the relative position of the two interacting perturbations is considered first: The spanwise phase of the streak profile with \( \omega = 0 \) is changed from 0 to \( \pi. \) Note that for a shift of \( \pi, \) the head of the second high-speed streak interacts with the tail of the first low-speed streak, while for a zero phase shift, the streak profile is merely interrupted during \( t_{end,1}^1. \) When varying the relative spanwise phase, three different scenarios are observed. For low values of \( \Delta \varphi, \) the two subsequent streak structures join. The initial gap between both streaks is eventually bridged. For \( \Delta \varphi = \pi, \) the upstream high-speed streak collides almost symmetrically with the downstream low-speed streak. At intermediate values of \( \Delta \varphi = \pi/2, \) the interaction also leads to breakdown. In this case, the flow fields reveal the asymmetry of the collision. As showcases, the spanwise shifts of \( \pi \) and \( \pi/2 \) are examined. A three-dimensional view of the initial configuration of the interacting structures in terms of streamwise velocity and vorticity can be deduced from Figs. 10(a) and 17(a).

A. Breakdown initiation

To determine at which time the difference in the interaction mechanism for \( \Delta \varphi = \pi/2 \) and \( \pi \) starts, the development of the averaged spanwise velocity \( \langle w \rangle \) is considered,

\[ \langle w \rangle = \frac{1}{L_x L_z} \int_{L_x} \int_{L_z} w(x, 2, z)\,dz\,dx. \]  

(3)

The evolution of this quantity is chosen to represent the amplification of the high-frequency modes leading to breakdown since it is initially very weak. In Fig. 4(a), \( \langle w \rangle(t) \) is presented for both phase shifts, and the same streak amplitude, when both lead to breakdown. At \( t = t_{st,1}^1 \), the arrival of
the second streak initially leaves \( \langle w \rangle \) unaffected. However, after a short time, the tail of the first streak and the head of the one upstream start to interact. This manifests as a slight increase in \( \langle w \rangle \) at \( t = 320 \). For \( \Delta \varphi = \pi/2 \), the averaged perturbation \( \langle w \rangle \) is at first slightly higher, however its increase is slower for \( t > 350 \). It appears that the time to transition measured from the initial interaction to breakdown is longer for the asymmetric case. The results show that at the initial stages of the interaction (for \( t = 350 \)), the difference between different scenarios is already recognizable.

In Fig. 4(b), the evolution of \( \langle w \rangle \) is presented for increasing gap widths \( \langle t_a^t - t_a^w \rangle \) and a phase shift \( \Delta \varphi = \pi/2 \). The results show that increasing the gap width leads to a delay in the collision time, the traces of breakdown for the three gap widths being very similar. Besides the delayed beginning of the interactions, one can notice that the growth of \( \langle w \rangle \) at the later stages of breakdown is slightly slower for the simulation with a time delay of 45. This can be explained by the fact that when breakdown occurs further downstream, the streaks have had the time to start their decay and their instability is weaker.

### B. Symmetric breakdown

In Fig. 5, the breakdown process for a phase shift of \( \Delta \varphi = \pi \) is presented by surfaces of constant streamwise velocity perturbation, where high-speed fluid is indicated by a light (gold) color and low-speed fluid by a dark (blue) color. It can be seen that the upstream streaky pattern collides head-on with the low-momentum fluid that remains after the downstream low-speed streak. At \( t = 400 \), a spanwise symmetric deformation of the two interacting areas is observed. This is followed by the formation of islands of low-speed fluid, positioned symmetrically around the tail of the downstream perturbation and originating by the destruction of the low-speed streak. The number of these structures is increasing during the breakdown [see Fig. 5(d)]. Similar splitting of the low-speed streak is also found in the experimental results in Refs. 8 and 17 and the numerical results in Ref. 16.

In Fig. 6, velocity contours of the streamwise velocity perturbation \( u(x,y,0) - u_{\text{blas}}(x,y) \) are presented in the wall-normal plane in the middle of the streak \( (z=0) \) at \( t = 350, 400, 450 \). At the interaction, the low-speed fluid close to the surface acts as an obstacle to the incoming high-speed fluid. This leads to the formation of a three-dimensional surface of strong shear, associated with inflectional wall-normal profiles, tilted downstream away from the wall. This area is elongating in the streamwise direction as the interaction proceeds since fluid in the upper part of the boundary layer is convected at higher speeds. At \( t = 400 \) a waviness of the shear region, which is a sign of a developing instability, has become apparent. This wave has a length of about 10 in the...
streamwise direction and extends from the wall-surface to about \( y = 1.5 \). As time evolves, the structure breaks down into patches of low- and high-speed fluid as shown in the plot pertaining to \( t = 450 \). In the plane \( z = \pi / \beta \), where the downstream high-speed streak is approached by the upstream low-speed streak, the stretching of the interaction area observed half a wavelength apart is also found (not shown here). In this case, however, the interacting shear region remains far more stable. Only at \( t = 450 \) do the first signs of small-scale motions, a result of the spanwise propagation of the instability at the center plane \( z = 0 \), become visible.

The unstable small-scale motions, originating from the shear interaction and responsible for the streak disruption observed in Fig. 5, can be visualized by looking at the wall-normal and spanwise velocity developing in the form of wave packets. Top views of surfaces of constant values of the latter perturbation velocities, \( v - v_{\text{bls}} \) and \( w \), are displayed at \( t = 450 \) in Fig. 7, where the low- and high-speed streaks are also depicted for reference. It can be seen that while the wall-normal velocity appears in a pattern symmetric with respect to the underlying streak, its spanwise counterpart is antisymmetric in the spanwise direction, as one would expect from symmetric varicose streak instability. As the instability is triggered, a wave packet of positive and negative wall-normal motions is observed in the region where the two streaks interact. It can also be noted that the islands of low-speed fluids, more clearly visible in Fig. 5, are associated with negative wall-normal velocity in the front and negative velocity at the rear. The spanwise velocity appears also as regular patches of negative and positive velocity positioned around \( z = 0 \), where the high-speed region upstream is reaching the tail of the low-speed streak in front. The largest contributions are relative to velocity pointing toward the centerline; regions of alternating sign are also present, however the outwards spanwise motions are weaker. This is in contrast to what is observed in the case of the varicose instability of steady infinite streaks, where the positive and negative spanwise velocities have the same intensity.\(^{11}\) At \( t = 450 \), the main patches stretch over a length of about 40, while they reach a distance from the wall of \( y = 3 \).

A three-dimensional view of the vortical structures characteristic of this transition scenario is reported in Fig. 8, both with and without the underlying streaks to indicate their relative position. Vortical structures are identified by isosurfaces of negative \( \lambda_2 \), the second eigenvalue of the Hessian of the pressure.\(^{33}\) As observed in the case of the varicose instability of one steady streak\(^ {8,11}\) and from the simulations of a transition induced by free-stream turbulence,\(^ {16}\) the typical vortical structures consists of \( \Lambda \) structures pointing downstream and upstream alternatively, the latter referred to as \( V \) vortices in Ref. 16. Both the \( \Lambda \) and \( V \) structures are tilted in the wall-

![FIG. 6. The shear-layer instability developing during the symmetric streak interaction (\( \Delta \pi = \pi \)), depicted by negative (black) and positive (white) contour levels, is the streamwise perturbation velocity \( u - u_{\text{bls}} \) in the \( z = 0 \) plane at time \( t = 350, 400, \) and 450. Contour spacing is 0.02.](image1)

![FIG. 7. (Color online) The high-frequency perturbation growing during the symmetric streak interaction, displayed at \( t = 450 \). In both figures, the light (gold) color displays surfaces of positive streamwise velocity \( u - u_{\text{bls}} = 0.15 \), whereas low-speed fluid \( u - u_{\text{bls}} = -0.15 \) is depicted in a dark (blue) color. (a) Surface of constant wall-normal velocity perturbation \( v - v_{\text{bls}} = \pm 0.01 \). (b) Surface of constant spanwise velocity perturbation \( w = \pm 0.02 \), with black for negative values and white for positive values.](image2)

![FIG. 8. (Color online) Vortical structures characteristic of the symmetric breakdown at \( t = 450 \). In (a) dark (blue) surfaces represent low-streamwise velocity \( u - u_{\text{bls}} = -0.15 \) while light gray (gold) surfaces depict high-speed regions \( u - u_{\text{bls}} = 0.15 \). Gray (green) represents negative values of \( \lambda_2 \), used to identify vortical structures.](image3)
normal direction: The tip of the $A$ vortices is located farther away from the wall than the quasi-streamwise legs, whereas in the case of the $V$ vortices the tip is the part located closest to the wall. The streamwise vortices (legs) are formed well before the hairpin heads. In this highly three-dimensional flow, the spanwise head is more likely produced by local twisting of vortex lines and roll-up induced by the streamwise legs. This is in good agreement with previous studies on the breakdown of steady and unsteady streaks.\footnote{11,16} Note also more clearly in the close-up in Fig. 8 the splitting of the interacting streaks, cf. Ref. 8. As the instability grows downstream, only the $A$ vortices are amplifying leading to the formation of a train of hairpin vortices, as shown by the vortical structures at $t=520$ in Fig. 9. Conversely, the $V$ structures disappear at the breakdown. This shows the amplification of only the streamwise vorticity, which can sustain the streak and induce stronger mean shear. At these later stages, the tip of the hairpin vortices becomes aligned to the wall-normal direction, forming a ring-like structure similar to those observed in several previous studies on laminar-turbulent transition (see, e.g., Ref. 34).

To better understand the generation of streamwise vorticity $\omega_x$, the evolution of this quantity during the interaction is displayed in Fig. 10. Note that the streamwise vorticity is initially very weak, the interacting structures mainly consisting of streamwise velocity perturbation. $\omega_x$ is amplifying in the form of a wave packet with regions of positive and negative vorticity alternating in an antisymmetric pattern. The production of vorticity is due to the tilting of the wall-normal and spanwise vorticity associated with the streamwise velocity variations created by the streaks. Responsible of the tilting are the high-frequency (short streamwise wavelength) wall-normal and spanwise velocity patches developing at the interaction. This is clearly shown in Fig. 11, where the tilting term appearing in the streamwise vorticity equation,

$$\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \frac{\partial v}{\partial y},$$

and the streamwise vorticity are displayed at time $t=400$. Evidence for the tilting can also be deduced by comparing the patterns in Figs. 5 and 10. (see also Refs. 10 and 35). When considering the two separate contributions in the tilting term reported above, it is found that production from tilting of the spanwise vorticity $\partial u/\partial x$ is more than one order of magnitude larger than that of its wall-normal counterpart. At the later stages of the breakdown, $t>450$, the correlation between streamwise vorticity and the vortex-stretching term $\partial u/\partial x$ becomes significant. This is shown by the cross-stream cut in Fig. 12, where the contour levels indicate $\partial u/\partial x$ and the background color streamwise vorticity at $x=96$ and $t=450$. As noted by Schoppa and Hussain,\footnote{36} vortex stretching is responsible for the collapse of streamwise

![Fig. 9. (Color online) Vortical structures at the late stages of the symmetric breakdown, $t=520$. Dark (blue) surfaces represent low-streamwise velocity ($u-u_{blue}=0.17$) while light gray (gold) surfaces depict high-speed regions ($u-u_{blue}=0.17$). Gray (green) represents negative values of $\lambda_2$.](image)

![Fig. 10. (Color online) Evolution of the streamwise vorticity during the symmetric breakdown, $\Delta \varphi=\pi$, depicted at time $t=350, 400, 450$ [(a)–(c)]. Positive and negative vorticity are represented in white and black, respectively. The light (gold) color displays surfaces of positive streamwise velocity, whereas low-speed fluid is depicted in a dark (blue) color. The values shown are $\omega_x=\pm 0.06$; $u-u_{blue}=\pm 0.1$ in (a), $u-u_{blue}=\pm 0.12$ in (b), and $u-u_{blue}=\pm 0.15$ in (c).](image)

![Fig. 11. (Color online) (a) Streamwise vorticity and (b) vortex tilting term for the symmetric breakdown, $\Delta \varphi=\pi$, depicted at time $t=400$. Positive and negative vorticity are represented in white and black, respectively, whereas light (gold) and dark (blue) colors are used to display surfaces of positive and negative values of the tilting. The values shown are $\omega_x=\pm 0.04$ and $(\partial u/\partial x)(\partial v/\partial x)-(\partial u/\partial y)(\partial v/\partial y)=\pm 0.02$.](image)
vorticity into vortices at the later stages of breakdown once the streak has developed significant oscillations (or splitting).

Given the resemblance with the transitional structures, one may wish to compare the vortical structures observed in the symmetric scenario with the hairpin structures observed in wall-bounded turbulence, e.g., Refs. 15, 37, and 38. The dimensions of the structures presented here can be rescaled in plus units: By averaging in space in the region of the streak interaction, a value of $\delta^* \sim 14l^*$ is obtained; this corresponds to a streak periodicity of about $150l^*$ and a length of the hairpins of about $220l^*$, cf. Ref. 39. The structures observed in this work are very similar to those found in the studies mentioned above: Positive wall-normal velocity upstream of the spanwise vortex core, low-speed fluid between the streamwise legs of the hairpin with shear layers above them and inclination away from the wall. As in the work of Zhou et al.,37 the hairpin is forming from a $\Lambda$ structure consisting of streamwise vorticity. The lift-up of the quasi-streamwise vortices, formation of the shear layer, its roll-up into a spanwise vortex which bridges the two quasi-streamwise legs, and the viscous vortex reconnection to form the hairpin vortex all take place in this case as well. Also the formation of the ring or $\Omega$ structure is found at later times further downstream. After this stage, the birth of a secondary hairpin is observed on the legs of a primary hairpin vortex (not shown). However, different initial conditions for the streamwise vorticity are considered here: In the present scenario, the streamwise vorticity is appearing in the form of a wave packet of positive and negative regions induced by the vortex tilting discussed above and not in a single $\Lambda$. Therefore, we notice also the appearance of the upstream $V$ structures, which, however, cannot self-sustain, and packets of hairpin structures are present already at the early stages of the breakdown. From the comparison, one can conclude that in this work, a possible mechanism for the creation of the initial condition used to study the hairpin evolution and regeneration37 is provided, which is shear instability at the streak interface. The train of hairpins observed in the experiments can be generated from the legs of a downstream structure as suggested in Ref. 38, but packets of vortices can also be induced from the beginning by the instability mechanisms responsible for the initial generation of the streamwise legs as shown here. Finally, it is important to note as in Ref. 37 that the significant role played by the mean shear suggests that the details of the hairpin regeneration process can be different in laminar and turbulent boundary layers. For example, the threshold amplitude for regeneration, frequency of regeneration, and the size and shape of the resulting hairpins can be influenced by the laminar or turbulent nature of the boundary layer and parameters such as Reynolds number and streamwise pressure gradient.

C. Asymmetric breakdown

The breakdown process for a phase shift of $\Delta \varphi=\pi/2$ is presented in Fig. 13 by surfaces of constant streamwise velocity perturbation. Again, high-speed fluid is indicated by a light (gold) color and low-speed fluid by a dark (blue) color. The interaction area is on the positive side of the downstream low-speed streak, i.e., on the side denoted by positive values of the spanwise coordinate $z$. In this region, where the incoming high-speed fluid is colliding with low-momentum fluid from the downstream streak, the main vorticity structures resulting from the interaction will be found. The symmetry of the breakdown for $\Delta \varphi=\pi$ (Figs. 5 and 7) is clearly broken in the present case, $\Delta \varphi=\pi/2$. The incoming high-speed streak is not running over the low-speed region in front but is instead bending away from it moving toward the downstream region of high-speed fluid, creating what appears as a connection. Similarly, the low-speed region down-
stream is deflected toward the upstream low-speed streak. At $t=450$, the oblique regions of positive and negative velocity in the interaction area between the two streaks have started to oscillate and a patch of low-speed fluid appears within the high-speed streak connection. The length of the oscillation is about 15 and the associated structures reach a height of about 2. At later times, this oscillation grows more fierce and the amount of low-speed fluid entrained in the high-speed streak connection increases. Soon after $t=500$, this leads to turbulent breakdown. Comparing the results in Figs. 5 and 13, it can be noted that in the asymmetric case the flow structures are still relatively regular at $t=500$, indicating a slower breakdown in this case.

Cross sections, $(y,z)$ planes, of the streamwise velocity field are depicted in Fig. 14. The data are extracted at three different times and corresponding streamwise locations in the middle of the interaction area. At $t=350$, the tail of the downstream streak (close to the surface) and the head of the upstream streak (further away from the wall) are still clearly distinguishable. As the interaction region extends, the high-speed fluid shifts over the downstream low-speed fluid at $z \approx 1 - 2$. A surface of strong shear is thus forming: the shear is not only normal to the wall, as in the case of the symmetric breakdown, but has also a relevant component in the spanwise direction. At $t=400$, this shear surface has moved slightly toward $z=0$ and increased in strength. The high-speed fluid from the upper part of the boundary is moving downwards and reaches the wall-surface at $t \approx 450$. This leads to a splitting of the low-speed region, similar to what observed in the symmetric breakdown. However, only the lump of negative velocity on the negative-$z$ side is extending over the whole boundary layer; a patch of low-speed fluid remains enclosed between the wall and high-speed fluid at $z \approx 2$. On the negative side of the figures, i.e., above the center of the downstream high-speed streak, nothing relevant happens. The shear region between the tail of the downstream high-speed streak and the head of the upstream low-speed streak is also elongating. However, this part of the interaction does not lead to breakdown.

Surfaces of constant positive and negative wall-normal and spanwise velocity perturbation, $u-u_{\text{blas}}$ and $w$, are presented in Fig. 15 together with the underlying streamwise velocity streaks. The regions of positive and negative wall-normal velocity are located on the diagonal associated with the bending of the interacting low- and high-speed streaks, with positive and negative contributions side by side on the same streak. It is clear that the most active region is on the high-speed streak connection giving longer and stronger patches of wall-normal velocity. The surfaces pertaining to the spanwise velocity perturbation are also aligned with the oscillating streaks, almost centered on them. Regions of spanwise velocity of opposite sign alternate along the underlying streak, as in the case of the sinuous streak instability, also associated with spanwise oscillations of the streak. Comparison of the relative position of the wave packets reveals the presence of a long streamwise vortex, of counterclockwise rotation, following the oscillation of the high-speed streak further downstream. The core of this vortex stretches from about $(x=65, z=-2)$ to $(x=95, z=3)$ and has a width of about 3.

A three-dimensional view of the vortical structures characteristic of this transition scenario is reported in Fig. 16 together with the underlying streaks to indicate their relative position. The surface of negative $\lambda_2$ at time $t=450$ clearly shows the presence of the elongated vortex mentioned above, located on the left of the high-speed streak, positive side with
reference to the increasing values of the $z$ coordinate. A second elongated structure, of opposite sign, is present on the negative side of the low-speed streaks. Both vortices are inclined upwards in the streamwise direction. A smaller structure, pointing in the negative $z$ direction, is also visible. This vortex follows the weaker oscillation of the downstream streak. Note that the pattern of bent streaks and associated vortices reported here resemble those observed in numerical studies of bypass transition\textsuperscript{16} in the case of sinuous-like breakdown. At time $t=520$, the smaller structure seems to have joined the quasi-streamwise vortex on the negative side of the low-speed streak in what appears to be a hairpin vortex, similarly to what happens to the $A$ structures in the symmetric scenario. At the same time, the long vortex following the high-speed fluid has already broken down. The low-speed fluid that is entrained in the high-speed streak leads to deformation of the $A_2$ structures.

Analysis of the streamwise vorticity evolution reveals analogies with the case of the symmetric breakdown. A three-dimensional view of the streamwise velocity and vorticity during the interaction is displayed in Fig. 17 at times $t=350$, 400, and 450. The generation of patches of positive and negative $\omega_c$ following the streak oscillations can be seen. The initial production of streamwise vorticity is indeed due to vortex tilting as shown in the close-up in Fig. 18. In the plots, regions of large streamwise vorticity are reported together with those of largest tilting to show the strong spatial correlation. As in the case of $\Delta \varphi = \pi$, the tilting term $(-\partial u/\partial y)(\partial \omega_c/\partial x)$ is about one order of magnitude larger than its counterpart $(\partial u/\partial z)(\partial \omega_c/\partial x)$. As the streak oscillations grow, the term $\partial u/\partial x$ become significant and formation of streamwise vortices due to vortex stretching is found as in the symmetric scenario. A crosscut displaying the streamwise vorticity and the stretching term $\partial u/\partial x$ is reported Fig. 19 for the flow at $t=450$ and $x=93$.

Summarizing, in the case of asymmetric breakdown, the incoming streak slides along the tail of the downstream perturbation and it is deflected on the side. This leads to the formation of long quasi-streamwise vortices following the streak bending. The main structure is generated by the upstream high-speed fluid. Here, the generated vorticity causes the entrainment of low-speed fluid into the high-speed region. In this region, the streak is first disrupted. Note finally that only a limited number of quasi-streamwise vortices is observed here and not a chain as in previous studies of tur-
Contour lines represent the stretching term \( + \partial u/ \partial x \) (contour levels 0.01), while the background color indicates the streamwise vorticity.

However, this is still in agreement with both the numerical simulations (Figs. 16 and 18 in Ref. 16 and Refs. 20 and 21) and experiments\(^\text{18,19}\) of bypass transition.

**D. Discussion on breakdown scenarios**

Similarities and differences between the two scenarios just presented are discussed in this section. In both cases the detrimental interaction involves the tail of a low-speed region and the head of a high-speed streak. Further, in both cases, intense localized small-scale motions are observed in the regions of strong shear created by the streak collisions. However, the spatial distribution of these surfaces of strong shear is different for the two scenarios under consideration. Surfaces of constant shear of the streamwise velocity perturbation \( S - S_{\text{bias}} \), where \( S = (\partial u/ \partial x)^2 + (\partial u/ \partial y)^2 + (\partial u/ \partial z)^2 \), are displayed in Figs. 20 and 21 for the symmetric and asymmetric case, respectively. In the former case, the surface of strong shear forming between the downstream low-speed streak and the upstream high-speed fluid is almost parallel to the wall, only slightly inclined upwards in the downstream direction [see Fig. 20(a)]. The main contribution to the total shear comes from the wall-normal derivative of the perturbation field. Conversely, in the case of the asymmetric breakdown, the shear surface is tilted along the streamwise axis, while still slightly pointing upwards. In this configuration, the shear has a significant component both in the wall-normal and spanwise direction [see Fig. 21(a)]. Note that the flow patterns are now viewed from the opposite side when compared to Fig. 13 and following (positive \( z \) direction toward the reader) and that the shear surface leading to transition is that associated with the tail of the downstream low-speed streak.

Before discussing the time evolution of the shear surfaces, it is useful to recall that according to classic shear-layer instability theory, production of perturbation kinetic energy is due to the work of the Reynolds stress \( \omega_u u_n \) against the local mean shear \( \partial U/ \partial n \), where \( n \) is the direction of the base flow velocity gradient. The instability appears as oscillations of the shear surface in the direction of the local mean velocity gradient. In the case of infinitely long streaks, the shear layer follows the cross-stream distribution of the streamwise velocity, and therefore the production zone and the associated high-frequency fluctuations appear to wrap around the boundary of the low-speed streak.\(^\text{31}\) A logical assumption would be to interpret the streak instability as the instability of a corrugated (in the spanwise direction) mixing layer, as done by Schoppa and Hussain.\(^\text{30}\) In the present results, the deformation of the shear surfaces at later times shows for both cases the corrugation of the surfaces in the direction
normal to it [Figs. 20(b) and 21(b)]. This can be interpreted as a sign of inflectional instability of mixing-layer type (or Kelvin–Helmholtz-type) of a more complex three-dimensional layer. For both cases, the shear surfaces form (at later times) isolated structures of Λ-like shape pointing downstream and tilted away from the wall [Figs. 20(c) and 21(c)]. However, in the symmetric case the structure is locally parallel to the spanwise direction, whereas in the asymmetric case essentially the same structure appears rotated in the streamwise direction, lying in the spanwise region between the oscillating high- and low-speed streak. Despite the different initial configuration, similarities are thus found between the flow structures occurring at the breakdown.

In the flow configuration under consideration, the streamwise vorticity component is initially weak and it is produced by the vortex tilting induced by the rapid streamwise variations of the cross-stream velocity components through a self-sustaining mechanism. These results are in agreement with previous findings in plane Couette and Poiseuille flows. Jimenez and Moin and Brooke and Hanratty found that the largest contribution to the generation of streamwise vorticity comes from the tilting term \((-\partial u/\partial y)(\partial w/\partial z)\). The latter authors computed the contribution of the term \((\partial u/\partial z)(\partial w/\partial z)\) to be less than 10% of total production. Similar results are obtained in plane Couette flow in Ref. 42. This initial growth of vorticity is associated with an increase of the streak waviness. This, in turn, induces relevant \(\partial u/\partial z\) and thus stretching of the streamwise vorticity. This process leads to the quasi-streamwise vortices observed at the late stages of breakdown.

Let us finally consider the pattern of the vortical structures shown in Figs. 7 and 16. One can note that the vortices identified are elongated in the streamwise direction and follow the oscillations of the low-speed streak. All the vortices present at the breakdown stage are such that they can further sustain the streak, and the associated shear layer, through the lift-up effect. In this way, the vortices induce stronger mean shear.

From the results presented, we suggest that the streak collision scenario is associated with the formation of three-dimensional shear layers due to the streak relative motion. The breakdown appears then as a mixing-layer-like instability of the surfaces of largest shear, with corrugation and disruption of the latter. The breakdown is first seen as wall-normal or spanwise oscillations of the streak, in other words as oscillation of the streak in the direction normal to the shear surfaces.

E. Scenario distribution

In the previous sections, the two different breakdown scenarios appearing when varying the relative spanwise position between straight streaks were presented. By using increments of \(\pi/12\) in the phase shift, the influence of \(\Delta \varphi\) on the developing flow is examined and can be summarized as follows:

- No breakdown 0 to 5\(\pi/12\),
- Asymmetric breakdown 5\(\pi/12\) to 3\(\pi/4\),
- Symmetric breakdown 3\(\pi/4\) to \(\pi\).

![FIG. 22. Diagram of the different breakdown scenarios observed as a function of the frequency \(\omega^2\) of the upstream streak (\(\omega^2=0, 1, 2, 3, \) and \(4 \times \omega_1\)) and of \(\Delta \varphi\). White areas: No breakdown. Gray shade: Asymmetric breakdown. Black regions: Symmetric breakdown.](image)

Two observations are in order here. First, the collision pattern is symmetric with respect to \(\Delta \varphi=\pi\) for streamwise-aligned streaks and therefore it is enough to consider the range \([0, \pi]\). Secondly, the breakdown is not strictly symmetric for \(\Delta \varphi \neq \pi\). However, the flow structures present the same patterns as in the symmetric case, e.g., splitting of the streak and Λ vortices, and therefore the corresponding scenario will be classified as symmetric. The results indicate that the different scenarios are associated with intervals of similar length, the asymmetric covering a range of \(\Delta \varphi\) of about 2\(\pi/3\) and the symmetric of only \(\pi/2\). This would imply that the asymmetric breakdown is slightly more likely to occur if the different phase shifts are assumed to be equally probable. The type of breakdown actually observed would depend on the streak generation process and on the characteristics of the generated streaks.

IV. OBLIQUE STREAKS

The effect of the streak spanwise motions on the interaction is now considered. At constant spanwise wavenumber, this is given by the frequency \(\omega\). To examine the effect of this parameter on the collisions, simulations are carried on in which the downstream streak is still aligned with the free stream \((\omega^1=0)\), whereas the frequency of the upstream streak assumes the values \(\omega^2=1, 2, 3, \) or \(4 \times \omega_1\), where \(\omega_1=3.44 \times 10^{-3}\). The upstream inflow profile at \(t=t_0^1\) is set such that the maximum of the high-speed streak is at \(z=0\) when the phase shift \(\Delta \varphi=\pi\). It is observed that the breakdown follows the two scenarios detailed above, both a quasi-symmetric process and its asymmetric counterpart. Simulations covering the range \(\Delta \varphi \in [0, 2\pi]\), with increments of \(\pi/6\) and \(\pi/12\), are thus performed to investigate whether streaks of different \(\omega\) lead to a different distribution of the breakdown scenarios. The results are summarized in Fig. 22, where the different scenarios are identified by the analysis of animations of the streak collisions in a plane parallel to the wall. Symmetric breakdown is recognized when a splitting of the
downstream low-speed streak is present, whereas the asymmetric breakdown is characterized by spanwise streak oscillations. It can be seen in the figure that the most apparent effect of having colliding streaks at different obliqueness angles is an increase of the phase shift $\Delta \varphi$ at which the symmetric breakdown is observed. For the cases under consideration, it gradually moves from $\pi$ to $3\pi/2$. This can be explained by the fact that the upstream incoming streak is now moving in the spanwise direction and the collision is not happening at time $t=t_0$ but at later times. Therefore, in order to have a high-speed streak reaching the tail of the downstream low-speed region at the time of collision, a phase shift had to be present at the inflow. A slight increase of the range of symmetric breakdown and a small decrease of the angles leading to asymmetric breakdown can also be deduced from the figure. Simulations were also performed for interacting streaks with frequencies $\omega_1=-2\omega_1$ and $\omega^2=2\omega_1$, the results being almost identical to the case of $\omega^1=0$ and $\omega^2=4\omega_1$.

The effect of $\omega$ on the developing breakdown structures can be illustrated by the results at $\Delta \varphi=\pi/2$, where increasing $\omega$ leads to a slow change from asymmetric to symmetric breakdown, as seen from Fig. 22. The flow structures in terms of $u-u_{\text{blas}}$ are presented in Fig. 23 for frequencies of the second streak $\omega^2=0, 2$, and 4 at time $t=450$. At $\omega^2=0$ [Fig. 23(a)], the dominant structure in the velocity distribution is that pertaining to the asymmetric breakdown discussed above. It can be seen that for higher frequencies of the upstream streak, i.e., larger spanwise velocity of the incoming streak, the head of the high-speed region has reached the tail of the downstream low-speed streak. This leads to an almost fully symmetric breakdown for $\omega=4\omega_1$, as seen by the formation of a patch of low-speed fluid in combination with the upward motion on the tail of the low-speed streak in Fig. 23(c). It is also observed that as the inclination angle is increased, the effective frontal area of the secondary profile increases its spanwise extent. This induces a wider distribution of the high-speed streak of the incoming perturbation around the downstream low-speed streak and explains the observed increase in the range of phase shifts leading to the symmetric breakdown for larger $\omega$ differences.

Concluding, the results indicate that although the obliqueness of the streaky perturbations leads to a change in the shape of the interacting regions, resulting in a change of the angles of attack, the structures at the breakdown and the distribution of the different scenarios remain more or less the same.

V. STREAK AMPLITUDE

Finally, threshold amplitudes for the breakdown to turbulence are examined. The critical conditions identified do not include the presence of any additional noise in the flow besides the influence from the finite accuracy of the numerical computations. In a physical realization, the presence of external disturbances would most likely induce early transition and therefore the present estimate can be considered as conservative. For the results presented in this section, only steady streaks are considered, $\omega^1=\omega^2=0$, with inflow profiles yielding streak growth over a large portion of the computational domain. This would allow detrimental interactions also further downstream since it is observed that instabilities forming on streaks with decaying strength are not always leading to turbulent flow (cf. Ref. 36). The other parameters defining the streak interaction are the same as those reported in Sec. II C. It is useful to recall that critical amplitudes for the secondary instability of steady infinite streaks originating from optimally growing initial vortices such as those used here are computed in Andersson et al. 9 These authors found sinusoidal waves to become unstable at an amplitude of 26% of the free-stream velocity, whereas varicose perturbations need streak amplitudes larger than 37%. In that work, the streak amplitude is defined as one-half of the difference between the maximum and minimum of the streamwise velocity perturbation in the cross-stream plane $(y,z)$.

Results for the symmetric breakdown are presented first. In the collision scenario, with two overlapping streaks of finite length, the definition of the perturbation amplitude needs to be reconsidered. In the case of symmetric breakdown, the wall-normal maximum and minimum of the streamwise velocity perturbation in the symmetry plane are chosen to indicate the amplitude of the two colliding structures,

$$A_z(x) = \max_{y} \min_{y} \left[ u(x,y,0) - u_{\text{blas}}(x,y) \right].$$

(4)

The spatio-temporal behavior of the amplitude of the two interacting streaks in the case of marginal conditions for the symmetric scenario is reported in Fig. 24. Marginal conditions for the formation of a region of turbulent flow are identified by varying the amplitude of the inflow perturbation by about 0.5% of the free-stream velocity. It can be seen that the interaction takes place at the tail of the downstream low-
single steady streak. In the figure, the amplitude below the critical threshold identified for the breakdown of a low-speed streak is relatively close to the wall, \( x \approx 1 \) (not shown here).

To compare the present scenario with previous studies, a local perturbation amplitude \( A_L \) is defined as the difference between \( A_{+} \) and \( A_{-} \). This measure indicates the total velocity difference induced by the presence of two streaks. The local critical streak amplitude for the symmetric breakdown is displayed in Fig. 25 by a solid line. The values of the velocity difference in the interaction region at the beginning of the breakdown process, \( 50 \leq x \leq 100 \), are of about 0.18\( U_\infty \), well below the critical threshold identified for the breakdown of a single steady streak.\(^9\) In the figure, the amplitude \( A_L \) attained when decreasing the initial distance between the two streaks is also reported for an inflow streak amplitude below the marginal conditions for breakdown identified above (3% lower). The gap between the two streaks is reduced by decreasing the length of the smooth tail and head of the two colliding streaks, i.e., by reducing \( r_{\text{fall}} = r_{\text{rise}} = 30 \) to \( r_{\text{fall}} = r_{\text{rise}} = 15 \). It can be seen that a longer overlapping region leads to local amplitudes \( A_L \) slightly larger than the previous case, and thus to a more rapid breakdown, despite the lower amplitude of the individual streaks.

Similar analysis is repeated for the asymmetric scenario, \( \Delta \varphi = \pi/2 \). In this case, the definition of a perturbation amplitude accounting for the total velocity difference induced by the two colliding streaks becomes even more difficult owing to the fully three-dimensional structure of the shear layer. Here, \( A_L \) is still defined as the difference between the amplitude of the streamwise velocity perturbation of the upstream high-speed streak and of the downstream low-speed streak measured at their center. In the asymmetric case, the amplitude \( A_L \) is defined as the wall-normal maximum of the velocity disturbance in the plane \( z = \pi/(2 \beta) \), whereas \( A_{+} \) still considers the low-speed region at \( z = 0 \). Critical conditions for the asymmetric breakdown are reported in Fig. 25 for the same inflow streak profiles as in Fig. 24. The amplitude of the streamwise vortices at the inflow at which the asymmetric breakdown is first observed is about 20% larger than that necessary for a symmetric breakdown. This amounts to a velocity difference \( A_L = 0.23 \) at the early stages, \( t = 400 \) and \( x \in [50, 100] \), of the instability. These larger initial amplitudes can be explained by the fact that in the asymmetric breakdown, the velocity difference \( A_L = A_{+} - A_{-} \) is found in the \( z = 0 \) plane, whereas in the case of the asymmetric scenario, the peak of the high-speed streak and the minimum of the low-speed streak are also misaligned in the spanwise direction and thus further apart. Therefore, by roughly estimating the shear as proportional to \( A_L/\Delta \), with \( \Delta \) the distance between the centers of the interacting streaks, it is seen that at an equal level of streak amplitude (and of \( A_L \)) the largest shear is forming in the case of the symmetric breakdown. The results presented here indicate the limits in the definition of the streak amplitude in the case of the proposed collision scenario. Indeed, the breakdown is related to the local shape and strength of the tail and front of the interacting structures. The necessary strength of these structures appears to be lower than for the breakdown of streaks of infinite length. This means that these streaks remain stable at their maximum amplitude and only undergo transition once they collide with another streak.

### VI. CONCLUSIONS

The present work originates from the observation that in wall-boundary layer flows with high levels of perturbations, streamwise elongated streaks are generated randomly in space and time. As the streaks grow downstream, interactions among them are likely to occur, e.g., the head of an upstream streak colliding with the tail of one downstream. Therefore, a numerical study of streak collisions is carried out, where the interacting streaks are taken to be of finite length and spanwise periodic. The results show that the collisions between two subsequent streaks can lead to breakdown without the addition of background noise. By varying the relative position of the upstream and downstream perturbation, two different scenarios are observed. In the symmet-
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